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the Manager of e-Depot, informed me that,
in accordance with its overall mission, the
KB would begin preserving eBook content
in 2009.
The fourth major initiative with which
Springer is associated is the German National Library (Deutsche Nationalbibliothek,
or DNB) program which began collecting our
content in 2003 and began to ingest eBooks
in 2007. Along with other institutions, they
are tackling the issue of preserving digital
publications and ensuring their accessibility
through the Kopal project. Like the KB, the
DNB allows users to access the content only
through designated terminals in the library
itself. Internet access is only possible with right
holder permission.

Technical and Contractual Issues
Technically, ingesting eBook content
should not be any more difficult than ingestion
of e-journal content. Typically, the original
PDF of a chapter (or an entire book) and its
accompanying XML metadata are placed on a
publisher’s FTP site and subsequently accessed
by the preservation initiative. Other methods
of collection include data harvesting through
regular crawling or dedicated ONIX feeds. A
publisher should always send test content first
to allow for investigation of any issues that
might arise in existing workflow procedures.
The different initiatives discussed herein
manage e-data differently. For example,
CLOCKSS accepts and preserves source and
presentation files. The content is preserved as
it came from the publisher; the content is not
manipulated or normalized. Portico works
with each publisher to develop a customized
preservation plan, and does subsequently
normalize some publisher content, depending
on the content type. I’m told that, compared
to e-journal content, eBooks are usually more
standard with good metadata. E-Depot, while
not normalizing the content itself, chooses to
modify the metadata into its proprietary standard. The DNB also changes the publisher
metadata into its own preferred form. Tobias
Steinke, who is responsible for the preservation mission of the DNB, tells me that the need
for publishers to deposit unprotected files is
crucial. Digital Rights Management (DRM)
measures render the preservation process
extremely difficult. I was pleased to hear that
Springer’s eBook files are very easy to work
with because they are DRM-free.
When discussing the technical issues of
eBook preservation efforts, it should be noted
that some larger institutions or consortia opt
for local hosting of eBook content, an option
supported by most large publishers. This preservation method, however, may be beyond the
reach of smaller libraries.
As noted above, technical issues are not the
greatest challenge to preserving eBook content.
In contrast to most journal publications where
the publisher or a professional society retains
copyright over published content, book contracts often contain a provision that requires
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Heather Ruland Staines

Springer’s eBook Preservation ...
from page 28

Born & lived: I was born into graduate student housing at Iowa State University
in Ames, Iowa, but I grew up in Columbus, Ohio. I still consider Columbus to be
my hometown. While I’ve lived on four continents (including Tokyo, London, and
Wellington, NZ), my longest stint (in Connecticut) began in graduate school and
stretches to the present (with a four year interlude in Richmond, Indiana).
Early life: I was raised to be an Ohio State Buckeye, and I never appreciated
what Columbus had to offer when I was still living there.
Family: My husband John teaches in the English Department at John Jay College (CUNY). I have two young sons, Liam and Ethan, who keep me busy as a
homework assistant, cheerleader, and unofficial ultimate fighting referee.
Professional career and activities: I entered academic publishing after
two years as a Postdoc at Yale University, where I directed the United Nations
History Project for International Security Studies. Greenwood Publishing
Group, an early creator of eBook and database products, proved an excellent
training ground for electronic publishing. During my last three years there, I
was Editorial Director for the Praeger Security International imprint. In March
2008, I joined Springer as their first Global eProduct Manager for SpringerLink.
In this role, I work with sales and marketing around the world, in particular our
Asian offices.
In my spare time I like: I read thrillers, try my hand at writing some science fiction, sing a little karaoke, and spend way too much time on the Internet
(research for work, of course!).
Favorite books: John Irving’s A Prayer for Owen Meeny; Dan Simmons’
Hyperion; and anything by Lee Child or Harlan Coban.
Pet peeves/what makes me mad: People who take too long in airport security
and anyone who hides a candy wrapper under my couch.
Philosophy: Presume that other people are at least as nice as I am, until
proven otherwise.
Most meaningful career achievement: Launching my PSI imprint at ALA
Midwinter in San Antonio in 2006. Weather problems kept our keynote speaker
from attending the launch party, so I had to do the presentation instead. Thanks
to an understanding crowd, a beautiful venue, and my trusty colleague Adam,
the talk went off without any further hitch!
Goal I hope to achieve five years from now:
To travel to two additional continents (Africa and Latin
America — I’ll give Antarctica a pass for now!) and to
get invited to share my ideas at Foo camp.
How/Where do I see the industry in five years:
As an acquisitions editor (and historian) at heart, I hope
(and believe) that print books will never go away. I do,
however, see an increasingly e-environment in publishing. I see publishers moving more into the provision of
services and the boundaries between content producers
and distributors blurring even more.

copyright to revert to the author in the event
of a publisher bankruptcy or other development that renders the book unavailable to the
marketplace. It is this provision that obligates
a publisher to take extra care with eBook
content that might be “triggered” some day.
Going forward, publishers can add contractual
language that explains participation in preservation initiatives, but publishers need to take

extra care with previously published content in
accordance with the contract language.
Portico, with its library membership model,
could choose to release triggered eBook content to their customers who have previously
subscribed to that content; however, this would
mean they treat triggered eBook content differently from triggered e-journal content, which
continued on page 32
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